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Background and References

• Wing, Donald J. Short Title Catalogue of Books Printed in England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and British America, 

and of English Books Printed in Other Countries, 1641-1700 (referred to as Wing)

• Crawford, J.L.L. Bibliography of Royal Proclamations of the Tudor and Stuart Sovereigns and of Others Published 

Under Authority, 1485-1714 (referred to as Crawford)

• 2nd Nadia Sophie Seiler Rare Materials Resident (applications are currently being accepted for the 

3rd Resident)

• 9 Months of focused rare materials cataloging under the guidance and mentorship of Erin Blake and 

Deborah J. Leslie

• I focused on the uncatalogedWing project- a selection of materials from the “Wing Bibliography” 

that we have at the Folger that have not yet been cataloged

In case anyone here is unfamiliar with the Nadia Sophie Seiler Residency and why I’m up here today. I am 
the 2nd Seiler Resident and applications are being accepted for the 3rd one right now by the way tell your 
friends. The residency is a 9 month position and while I’ve been here I’ve been cataloging rare materials 
under the (AMAZING) mentorship and guidance of both Deborah J. Leslie and Erin Blake. As part of 
successfully completing the residency, I’m to give a talk about something substantive I’ve learned in my 
time here and that is why we’re here today. I focused on the uncataloged Wing project for my time spent at 
the Folger. The uncataloged Wings are books that can found be in the Short title catalogue of books printed 
in England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and British America, and of English books printed in other countries, 
1641-1700, written by Donald J. Wing and heretofore referred to just as Wing. And I’m clarifying that just 
so you don’t come out of here thinking there’s a whole wing of uncataloged books at the Folger, that’s not 
the case! The are a lot of political pamphlets and broadsides from the English Civil Wars as part of this 
bibliography. The resources in this collection are historically interesting for the perspective they provide on 
how the everyday person learned about current events and how the printed word was used to disseminate 
and control information flow. I am going to focus today specifically on broadsides, which is defined by the 
Art & Architectural Thesaurus as “a sizeable single-sheet notices or advertisements printed on one or both 
sides, often chiefly textual rather than pictorial, and printed to be read unfolded.” Broadsides were issued 
for a variety of reasons: to let the masses know of a change in the laws, or new orders or acts or decrees 
and also sometimes just as a way for the King to update the people on what he’s been up to. We are going 
to focus on the legal broadsides for this talk. Usually some kind of additional order for the sheriffs to post 
these in various places throughout the kingdom could be found on these broadsides as well. Challenges in 
cataloging these resources lies primarily in understanding the way laws were enacted traditionally, and how 
they were evolving in the time leading up to and during the English Civil Wars and there are also some 
physical descriptive elements that differ from a book or pamphlet that are brought out in the catalog 
record here. Going through this collection chronologically, as I have done (and heartily recommend to 
anyone else who may work on this project), highlights this change and provides the cataloger with insight 
and the ability to cross reference previously published related works more easily and track ongoing issues. 
Just as a side note, I am not an expert in English Civil Wars, I certainly know a lot more about it than I did 
before I came here, but my expertise is more focused on describing the materials from this time period 
rather than the time period itself so that is what this presentation is largely going to be about. That being 
said, I recommend to any cataloger working on this project to spend some time outside of cataloging re-
acquainting yourself with the civil wars and the events leading up to it. I think if I hadn’t done that I would 
have missed a lot of nuance in cataloging and I certainly would not have had as much fun. I’ve learned while 
here that being at least competent in the time period is almost as important as being a strong cataloger. So 
I’ll be focusing on the years 1641-1643 today. These years are really rich in resources with historical value 
and have given me plenty to think about and learn in terms of rare materials cataloging for broadsides. One
of the most important resources I used in getting acquainted with these materials is the Bibliography of 



Royal Proclamations of the Tudor and Stuart Sovereigns and of Others Published Under Authority, 
1485-1714 by J.L.L Crawford heretofore referred to simply as “Crawford”. Crawford is another 
important bibliography. 
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If it’s present in Crawford, the citation for it will be present in the Hamnet record after 
the item has been cataloged. And the yellow box there shows where that is on the 
catalog record. The Crawford citation brings out interesting features of broadsides 
which are noted here in the notes field and here in the summary field but we’ll go 
more in detail about those things in the following slides. 
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As a sidenote, in the English Short Title Catalog record (heretofore known as ESTC 
record) what we cite as Crawford is referred to as “Steele”. Robert Steele entered the 
information under the direction of Crawford so ESTC attributes it to Steele rather than 
Crawford. And here’s a screenshot from the ESTC record to let you know what I mean. 
The yellow box there shows Steele, I, 1970 but our statement is a full proper citation. 
This tripped me up at first so I felt it worth mentioning today. ESTC has their own 
standard of practice which differs in some ways from your average library catalog and 
this is one of those ways. Another feature of Crawford that has been incredibly 
beneficial was actually reading the text within it. Rather than just a bibliography, 
there are several chapters giving relevant historical information which I found 
invaluable. Especially chapter 8, From the Long Parliament to the Great Revolution 
which describes succinctly what I think is the trickiest aspect of cataloging broadsides 
from this period. I’ll do my best to explain that now.
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Simonds d'Ewes (Baronet, antiquarian, member of the long parliament) cited an ordinance passed in 1373 which was 

worded only with “the two Houses in Parliament” and claimed it justified that ordinances could be enacted by 

Parliament

According to Crawford, the ordinance that was passed in 1373 was actually an ordinance written up by the King himself. 

Nevertheless, this citation was used to argue that ordinances without the King’s assent were authoritative. 

So, back in 1373, a mistake or maybe a bit of careless writing, was made in citing an 
ordinance as “ordinance of the two Houses of Parliament” leaving out any mention of 
the King’s assent (which in reality the particular ordinance in question had been 
created by the King so inherently it had his assent). The King’s assent was understood 
to be necessary for acts and ordinances but the wording here served a purpose in 
favor of the parliament issuing ordinances without the necessary assent of the King. 
Once the lead up to the Civil War was in full swing, Parliament was issuing what 
looked to be ordinances and declarations without the King’s assent whenever they 
saw fit. For these resources, we will assign a uniform title depending mostly on the 
language used in the text itself.
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Here is a picture of a really important example of one of these types of documents 
which orders the sheriffs to stop any suspected papists going to Ireland, and to keep 
anyone from bringing arms or aid to Ireland and to notify Parliament of any people 
who are stopped on this suspicion. And by the way, this says 1641, but like every 
broadside I’ve come across so far, this is according to Lady Day dating so really this is 
from 1642. Lady Day dating starts the year on March 25. While the King was alive, 
Parliament was ordering these new “laws” and even enacting ordinances, but then 
after the King was put to death in 1649 they began to actually call them Acts, which 
has a clear definition as the “result of bills that have successfully passed through 
Parliament and received royal assent.” Which puts us in a bit of quandary in deciding 
how to name some of these broadsides. 
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Here is the catalog record for the broadside previously pictured. Notice uniform title. 
A uniform title is an access point whose purpose is to distinguish similar works and 
identify an item that appears under varying titles. This one is written as Orders. 1642-
01-29. That mimics the wording of the document itself  “order made by both houses 
…” but does not mention any assent of the King. The legality of these “orders” by 
Parliament are definitely in question, but they were issuing them like crazy and the 
word “order” doesn’t have a strong definition like the word “act” does.
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Uniform title: Miscellaneous documents

For general updates, no new rules to abide by!

In addition to Orders, we will also see uniform titles “Miscellaneous”, which are more 
general notices just about what’s going on. This one here is from the King and he’s 
letting the people know he’s booking it to York and he hopes that Parliament will take 
care of the business at hand while he’s out and maybe decide not start a war against 
him after all.
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And then some others we have are “Proclamations” - executive orders that are either 
given by the King or under his approval. The example we have here was issued by the 
King himself and the text itself calls it a proclamation.

“Proceedings” is used for bills that have been brought before Parliament (if they 
weren’t brought before parliament they’d be considered “miscellaneous” documents)

Here we have an example of “Ordinances” on their own without the assent of the 
King by late 1641. While the King is alive, they are polite enough to call them 
ordinances, but after the King’s death, they will begin calling them acts. It will be up 
to the cataloger who comes across these to decides whether or not they will follow 
what the language of the document itself or continue calling these ordinances. My 
recommendation today is to call them what the document itself calls them in order to 
avoid confusion because otherwise technically we really shouldn’t be calling these 
“ordinances” either, but honestly I had a different opinion just last week so I could 
easily be convinced otherwise. But we don’t start seeing these until 1649 so it will be 
someon else’s issue. Oh yeah and another really easy way to distinguish if you’ve truly 
got an act or an ordinance on your hand is to go to Wikipedia and verify by using the 
List of Ordinances and Acts of the Parliament of England 1641-1660 and if it’s not on 
the list you can be pretty sure that it’s safe to call it just an order or something else. 
There’s also more detailed advice on how to decipher these on the Folgerpedia
article, Cataloging British and Irish Government Documents and there will be a link to 
those at the end of this presentation and I’ll be sharing this presentation on 
Folgerpedia on the Seiler Resident page. 
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By March1643 “the sheriffs of London were formally protected by 

Parliament in not publishing royal proclamations (Crawford, pg. )”

Folger #226777

You may notice so far this is slanted towards how to title an order put out by the 
Parliament, the same issue applies to ordinances put out by the king, but as royal 
proclamations go, you may not see a lot at this time because in March 1643, the 
Sheriffs of London were ‘officially’ excused from publishing any. 
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And I’ll take this opportunity to plug the pop-up exhibit that I’ve curated which will be 
open from 1:30-4:15 today. That particular broadside will be displayed and some 
proclamations from the King himself and many others from this talk.
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Creating the title or the  “title statement” as you might hear it called by Catalogers, 
really the thing you usually think of when you hear “title” is a little different for 
broadsides. There is no title page of course. On the left here we have a title page of a 
book and the title is clearly laid out. The prelates pride. But on the right here we have 
a broadside that is just the body of the text really.
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The title is based on the part of the text that is most pronounced

There is no title page of course and often no kind of heading even. Usually it’s a date. 
Then the body of text like the example here. But as you can see there is some 
obviously more pronounced text so we’re going to take that cue and use that as our 
title. With additional access for the date at the head of the title there. 
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And the next example has the most pronounced text being the date itself so what 
Catalogers do in this case as you no doubt may have noticed is we take the first 
sentence of the document as the title and make a note about it. These two back to 
back are a good example of why cataloging broadsides is so interesting- they really 
can vary quite a bit even just insofar as how the title is displayed. This is also 
something that makes searching for a specific document more difficult but that is 
why we have other pieces of information like the Crawford citation, summary, and 
uniform title. 
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Genre Forms regularly include:  

• Legal documents

• Broadsides (notices)

• Declaratory documents

• Edicts 

• Executive orders

• Proclamations

• Ordinances

•And more!

Phew so enough about title access! We apply copious subject heading and genre 
term application to these broadside records. The subject headings will almost always 
have these three kind of more general headings that you see on the screen. Because 
the titles for these are difficult to pin down and super confusing we are trying to give 
a fuller amount of information in the record. These documents may not generally be 
something people are actively seeking out but there is real benefit in using these for 
research so we want to get them out there and accessible. Relatedly, there are some 
commonly used genre terms that you’ll find for these: Broadsides (notices), Legal 
documents, and another common one is Declaratory documents, that’s an especially 
good one to find those questionably legal acts/ordinances issued both by Parliament 
and the King at the time.
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NOTABLE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS DESCRIBED IN THE 

RECORD

• A note (MARC 500) describing the presence of a decorated initial vs. a factotum, the presence of a headband, and 

the typeface as well as the notation (last word of the first line, the word at the lower right hand corner of the large 

initial, and the last word of the complete line)

•A citation (MARC 510) for the Crawford bibliography

•A summary of content copied or summarized from Crawford (MARC 520)

Detailed instructions for formulating this information can be found on Folgerpedia on the Cataloging British and Irish 

government documents and the Ouvry Rosebery Collection of English Civil War Broadsides pages.

We have other interesting, unique physical aspects that are brought out in the catalog 
record for broadsides and they mostly come from information found in Crawford. 
Decorated initials, text notation, and summary are all additional pieces of information 
that can be found on just about every broadside record that gets cataloged here.
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FACTOTUM  VS. DECORATED INITIAL

Factotum- “a square ornamental block 

with a hole through the middle into 

which a piece of type could be wedged, 

one block thus serving for any initial 

letter.” (Gaskell, p.155)

Decorated initial- “General term for initials 

that incorporate ornament or other 

decoration, in contrast to the simpler forms 

of other letters on a page. May refer to 

manuscripts or in reference to printed 

texts.” (AAT)

Having an enlarged letter like this is actually pretty common for the beginning of a 
book or pamphlet, but with catalog records for broadsides more detail is given about 
these initials [why?]. There are two different kinds of initials- one is called ‘factotum’, 
which is defined by P. Gaskell in A New Introduction to Bibliography as a “square 
ornamental block with a hole through the middle into which a piece of type could be 
wedged, one block thus serving for any initial letter.” And the other is a decorated 
initial, which according to the Art and Architecture Thesaurus from Getty is just the 
incorporation of ornamentation or other decoration in contrast to the simpler forms 
of other letters on a page.” Here are some examples. As you can see, the factotum 
initial has a normal piece of type within a very pretty border, and the letter itself is 
ornamented.
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Decorated Initial

Gothic Type

Border

The initial takes up 7 lines of space

Another important aspect of the initial is the size. They’re always larger, but it varies 
by how much. So here you can see the initial takes up 7 lines of space and down 
below that one we have one that takes up 10 lines. You’ll notice some other features 
on this broadside that are generally mentioned in the note field of the catalog record. 
You can see here the typeface is described- usually gothic or roman, in this case it’s 
gothic and the smaller picture you can see is in roman. And the presence of a 
decorative border is noted. In some instances it could be just a headband which is 
just a horizontal line of decoration at the top.
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This next slide we are zoomed in on the body of the text so we can talk about 
another feature of the Crawford citation. For broadsides we take note of the last 
word of the first line, the word at the lower right hand corner of the initial and the
last word of the last full line of text. We do this because different “editions” will be 
printed differently and when we note this information in the record, people who are 
viewing the record can know which “edition” or “printing” we actually have.
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This next slide is an example of what all this information looks like the note field of a 
Hamnet record. So we have gothic type with a decorative border, a seven-line 
decorated initial, and then we have the information on placement of words.
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Here we have an example of a broadside with a coat of arms on it. This information 
gets noted in the catalog record as well, albeit in its own field as you can see here. A 
very useful additional feature of the Crawford bibliography is the section in volume 2 
called “The Royal Arms as on Printed Proclamations” which shows every different 
incarnation of the royal arms so you can leaf through these pages and identify which 
coat of arms is present on your particular broadside. The excerpt of the book shown 
here shows Crawford arms # 19, which matches what we see on this broadside. (For 
future reference, you can access both volumes of the Crawford bibliography for free 
through archive.org) In the note on the catalog record, the height of the coat of arms 
is specified in centimeters. These will only be present on proclamations issue by the 
king.
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Moving away from detailed physical description there is still one more field in the 
catalog record that relies heavily on Crawford and that is the summary field. Almost 
every entry in Crawford will have a summarization of the contents of the broadside, 
and we copy and paste that into the record for easy access. Here is an example of 
that summary field in the Hamnet record. 
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Because the nature of cataloging work is very hands on, it’s important for catalogers 
to pay attention to how an item is housed and whether improvements can be made. 
As I’ve been going through these I’ve seen instances where the broadside is shoved 
into a folder that is just too small for it so the sides of the sheet itself is rubbing 
against the edges of the folder. I didn’t take a picture of this because it was just too 
painful to look at but I’ve also seen instances like this where the item is folded in 
order to fit into a smaller folio container (ask Erin here if this is actually appropriate 
maybe sometimes they should be folded?) but really should be in one of the flat 
folders like this *hold one up* or this *hold one up* so it’s important to keep in mind 
the integrity of these things since they are just single sheets. 
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RECOMMENDED READINGS

• CRAWFORD, J.L.L. TUDOR AND STUART PROCLAMATIONS 1485-1714. CALENDARED BY ROBERT STEELE UNDER 

THE DIRECTION OF THE EARL OF CRAWFORD.  PGS. 102-113

• FOLGER SHAKESPEARE LIBRARY. CATALOGING BRITISH AND IRISH GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

• WING, DONALD. SHORT TITLE CATALOGUE OF BOOKS PRINTED IN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, IRELAND, WALES, AND 

BRITISH AMERICA, AND OF ENGLISH BOOKS PRINTED IN OTHER COUNTRIES, 1641-1700

So that about wraps up what I have to say about cataloging broadsides from the 
English Civil War period. Please come by my pop-up exhibit located on (????) from 
2:30-4 to get a closer look at a few examples that I’ve come across. Try your hand at 
line citing some of the broadsides and differentiating between factotum and 
decorated! I’d also like to take this time to say this is just one aspect of the many 
many invaluable things I have learned here in my 9 months at the Folger. I am so 
grateful that I was given this opportunity it has been an unforgettable journey not just 
professionally in getting to know some of the most respected people in the field and 
learning how to operate at such a high level but also just personally I really didn’t 
think I’d ever make it this far when I started following this career path and I certainly 
never thought I’d drive 26 hours straight with my entire family and belongings in tow 
to DC. It’s been an absolute honor and a real privilege, and I’m just so touched by the 
whole experience. Thank you to the Seilers and to Andrew Platt and also thank you to 
Erin Blake and Deborah J Leslie for being such wonderful mentors and everyone else 
at the Folger for welcoming me and making me feel like a real member of this 
community.
So we probably have time for questions if anyone has any burning need to know 
more?
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